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Introduction 
This paper is based on and continues our earlier work [2] in the subject. Our 
point of view .is close to that of the authors' of [3] inasmuch as we, too, translate 
an attribute grammar (or transformation) into a system of recursive definitions. 
Our aim was to define attributed transformations as homomorphisms between 
suitable algebras that can be constructed from well-known ones in a natural way, 
Rational algebraic theories (cf. [13]) and magmoids (cf. [1]) turned out to be the 
most appropriate for this purpose. Two questions may arise in connection with 
our new definition. 
1. Why do we use these complex many sorted algebras if our aim is to map 
Ts, the free T-algebra, into a certain attributed structure? It would be enough to 
define an appropriate i-algebra on this structure. 
Beyond the notational convenience and elegance of proofs there is one more 
reason. Investigating one specific attributed transformation it is generally easier 
to deal with Z-algebras only. However, if we investigate e.g. the composition pro-
perties of these transformations (tree transformations here), the process of "trans-
lating" into a Z-algebra becomes rather tedious and affected. In this case the main 
advantage is that we can get rid of the alphabet I . 
2. Wouldn't it be enough to use algebraic theories only instead of magmoids? 
It is true that most of the results in [4] concerning top-down tree transforma-
tions could be formulated within the framework of projective magmoids, i.e. non-
degenerate algebraic theories. An attributed transformation, however, is defined 
by a homomorphism h: f(Z)^DR[k, 1} (for the precise definitions see later), 
i.e. a homomorphism between (decomposable) magmoids. One might say that the 
homomorphism Th: T(S)-*TDR[k, I] is already between algebraic theories. This 
is true, but it turns out that homomorphisms of T(S) into TDi?[fc, /] generally 
define more complex transformations, called macro transformations (cf. [7]). 
For simplicity we assume that the set of possible values is the same for all 
the attributes. A natural way to generalize our definition could be the introduction 
of "many sorted" rational theories. 
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1. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall the basic concepts and definitions from [2] concerning 
attributed transformations. 
A magmoid M=({M(p, q)\p, g£0}, ., + , 1, 10) is a special many-sorted al-
gebra whose sorting set consists of all pairs of nonnegative integers. . and + de-
note binary operations called composition and separated sum (*ensor product), 
respectively. Composition (rather denoted by juxtaposition) maps M(p, q)xM(q, r) 
into M(p, r), and separated sum maps M(pl, q1)xM(p.i,, q2) into M(p1+p2, q1 + q2). 
l € M ( l , 1) and l o €M(0, 0) denote nullary operations. The following axioms must 
be valid in M. 
(i) (ab)c=a(bc) for any composable pairs {a, by and <6, c>; 
(ii) (a+b)+c=a+(b+c)-, 
(iii) (ab) + (cd)=(a+c)(b+d)-
n 
(iv) a\p=\qa=a if a£M(p,q) and 1„= for « ^ 1 ; 
i=l 
(v) a + l p = l 0 + i z = a . 
Due to (i) and (iv) M becomes a category whose objects are the nonnegative 
integers and the identities are the elements 1„ (n s0 ) . (For a complex categorical 
definition of magmoids see [11].) Therefore, a^M(p, q) is often written as a: p-*q 
if M is understood. 
Let 0(p, q) denote the set of all mappings of [/>] = {1, ...,/?} into [q\. Defining 
the composition and separated sum of mappings as it. is usual, and taking the 
identity map of [«] for 1„ we get the magmoid &. We denote the unique element of 
0 (0 , q) by 0, (0o= 10), and the injection 1—/? which picks out i from [p] by n'p 
(or 7Tj if p is understood). For an arbitrary 6^0(p, q), iO stands for the image of 
ii[p] under 0. 
A magmoid M is called projective if it contains a submagmoid 0M isomorphic 
to <9, and the following holds for every a,b£M(p,q). If 7r,iZ=n'i6 for each i£[p], 
then a=b. Generally we shall assume that 0M=0, to be able to use the same 
notations in M as in 0. It can be proved that for any tfl5 . . . , ap\ 1 -+q there exists 
a unique a: p-+q such that •nia=ai for each /£[/>]. This element will be denoted 
by ... , We shall use <Cand> (source-tupling) as a derived operation, 
extending it to the case a t : Pi—q in the usual way. (In this case .. . , a p > : p 
2 ^ w a s pointed out in [1] that every projective magmoid is in fact a non-
¡=i 
degenerate algebraic theory and vice versa, depending on whether separated sum, 
or source tupling and the injections are considered as basic operations. 
It is well-known that for every ranked alphabet 1 = (J I n there exists a free nSO 
projective magmoid generated by I , which we denote by T(I). T(Z) has a represen-
tation by finite I-trees on the variables X={x1,x.i, ...} (cf. [1]). Viewing o£Zn 
as a(x1; . . . , x„) 6 T(I) (1,«) (which makes I a subsystem of 7(1)), T(I) has the 
property that any ranked alphabet map h: Z^-M into a projective magmoid M 
has a unique homomorphic extension E: T(Z)->-M. In particular, if Z is the void 
alphabet, then T(Z) = 0. 
T(Z) has an important subsystem f(Z) defined as follows. t£T(Z)(p, q) iff 
the frontier of t, i.e. the sequence of variables appearing at the leaves of t, is exactly 
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xlt ...,xq. f ( I ) ( l , 0) = r ( I ) ( 1 , 0) will be denoted by T1. T(I) is a submagmoid 
of T(F), and it is the free magmoid generated by I. It has the property that every 
1£T(J) can be uniquely written in the form TB with f ( I ) and 9£6>. 
Let <9 denote the submagmoid of all injective mappings in 0. t^ T(I) is called 
linear if by the decomposition t—t!) above. Clearly, the linear elements 
also form a submagmoid of T(I), which we denote by T(I). 
T(F) is free in the important subclass of decomposable magmoids, too. A 
magmoid M is called decomposable if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) for every a: p—q (p=2, q=0) and i(L[p\ there exists exactly one integer 
qt and at: 1 —qt such that a=ax +...+ap\ 
(ii) M(0,0) = {1„}. 
Any magmoid M can be made decomposable by the application of the functor 
D. D operates as follows: 
(i) VM{\,q) = M(\,q) if q^O, 
1 = 1M) 
DM(0, q) = if q = 0 then {0} else 0, 
if ps?2, then DM(p,q)Q([J M(l,r)Y such that <al5 ..., ap}£BM(p, q) 
rao 
p 
with a t : 1 iff ~Zqi=q\ ¡=i 
(ii) <ax, ..., aPiy + <J}lf ...,bp^ = <a1, ...,6P2>; 
(iii) if a=(at, ..., ap}: p—q with at: 1 —qt and b = (b1, ..., bq}: q—r, then 
where b^=[q2 L i , and f<0 = % q} (if_[p+]})', 
(iv) if h: M—M' is a homomorphism, then 
DA««!, ..., cip}) = <h(aj, ...,h(ap)>. 
There is a natural homomorphism ( : D M - M for which C«ai, . . . , f l p » = 
=a1 + ...+ap. 
Any decomposable magmoid M can be made projective by the application 
of the functor T which operates as follows: 
(i) TM(p, q)= U ( M ( p , q')X0(q', q)\q'^0), 
l = <ljf, le>, lo = <Oo)M,(lo)e>; 
(ii) (flj, 31> + <fl2) 92} = (a1+a2, 
(iii) let a: p—q',!}: q'— q, b = (b1, ..., bq}: q—r with ¿»¡: 0'€[?]) and 
qo: r'—r. <p can be uniquely written in the form ..., (pq>, where for each 
i<i[q}<Pi- r,-r. Now <«, S>.<6, (p} = <a(.)M(bi&, ...,bq,9}, ..., (pq.s>y, 
(iv) if h: M—M' is a homomorphism between decomposable magmoids, 
then Th((a, 3»=<A(a),S>. 
We shall also use a restriction of T denoted by T. (A, 9>£TM iff BCQ. it is 
easy to see that T M is a submagmoid of TM, so T is also a functor. It is well-known 
that T ( f ( r ) ) s r ( i ) and T(f (2J) )^ f ( I ) . 
Let M be a magmoid and k an arbitrary natural number. Ar-clil M denotes the 
magmoid for which (k-di\ M)(p, q)=M(kp,kq), \=(\k)M, — and the 
K 
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further operations are performed in it just as in M. Clearly, the operator £-dil can 
also be extended to a functor. Let r]k denote the inclusion function: fc-dil M—M. 
tjk is not a homomorphism, it is only a so called A:-morphism. To avoid ambiguity, 
M=k-dil 0 will be the only exeption when we distinguish 0M from 0, using the 
unique embedding ik: 0—¿-dil 0 . 
Rational algebraic theories were introduced in [13]. To remain in circles of 
magmoids we define this concept by means of projective magmoids, thus excluding 
the trivial degenerate rational theory. A rational theory R is a projective magmoid 
equipped with a new unary operation t; R(p, p+q)—R(p, q), called iteration. 
The carrier sets and the operations are required to satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) for each p, q^O, R(p, q) is partially ordered with minimal element _LPI9 
(_LP if q is understood); 
(ii) separated sum and composition are monotonic, and the latter is left strict, 
i.e. l p i 5 a = J_P>P for a: 
(iii) let a: p-»p+q, and construct the sequence p — <jr|iS0) as follows 
a„ = ± P y q , a i + 1 = for ¡ S O . 
Then U at exists and equals ar; 
iSO 
(iv) composition is both left and right continuous. 
Since rational theories are ordered algebras, a homomorphism between them 
is required to preserve the ordering, too. It was shown in [13] that for every ranked 
alphabet Z the free rational theory generated by I exists. This theory R(Z) has 
a representation by infinite Z± -trees on X, where Z± = Z U { j_} and _L is a new 
symbol with rank 0. Reg ( I ) will denote the rational theory of all regular forests 
of finite I-trees on X. 
Definition 1.1. Let R be a rational theory, integers. Define R[k, I] = 
= ({R[k,l](p,q)\p,q^0}, ., + , 1, 10) to be the following structure. (We do not 
use the subscript M to indicate the magmoid in which the operations are performed 
if only one M is reasonable from the context.) 
(i) R[k,l](p,q)=R(kp + lq,kq+lp), 
1=(1*+Z)R> lo — (1O)R> 
(ii) if aiR[k, l](pu qt), bzR[k, l](pt, q2), then 
a + b = + + ví,"223> • (a + b). + , + 
where fi% (pi„ if m is understood) = l„+0m , v"m (vm if n is understood)=0„-t-lm; 
(iii) if aíR[k, l](p, q), btR[k, l](q, r), then a.b = <pkp, vlr>. bq»\ 
where 9 = + q>=0kp+ Aqq+{k+l)r>+% (see also Fig. 1). 
In [2] we proved that R[k, I] is a magmoid. Let R—R' be a homomorphism 
between rational theories. Clearly, £ defines a homomorphism £,{k, /]: R[k, /]— 
-+R'[k, /], and so the operator [k, I] becomes a functor. 
Definition 1.2. An attributed transducer (a-transducer) is a 6-tuple A = 
=(Z, R, k, I, h, S), where 
(i) Z is a finite ranked alphabet, S$Z; 
(ii) R is a rational theory, /SO are integers; 
(iii) h: Zs->-DR[k, /] is a ranked alphabet map, where 2 ' s=2' U {5} with S 
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having rank 1. h(S) is required to be a synthesizer, i.e. h(S)=a+0, for some 
azR(k+l, k). 
Extend h to a homomorphism h: T(Z)—HR[k, / ] . T A : JTJ— I ? ( l , 0 ) , the trans-
formation defined by A is the following function. xK(t)=a, where n\h{S{t))= 
=a+0,. 
Let J be a ranked alphabet, and consider the homomorphism ba: i?(J)—Reg (A) 
for which = ..., *„)} if Let QA denote the congruence relation 
induced by eA. For simplicity we shall identify each T£.T(A) with its class [t\&A. 
Definition 1.3. A deterministic attributed tree transducer (a-tree transducer) 
from I into A is an «-transducer A = ( Z , R(A)/0A, k, I, h, S). In this case we 
consider t a Q T x X a s a relation 
Further on a deterministic cr-tree transducer from Z into A will rather be denoted 
by the 6-tuple (Z, A, k, I, h, S). 
A = ( Z , A, k, I, h, S) is called total if h(a)£T(A) for each <x€ls. Determin-
ism, totality and linearity of tree transducers will be denoted by d, t and /, respec-
tively. Since A>dil T(A) is a submagmoid of R(A)[k, 0], every dta-tree transducer 
with s-attributes only ( /=0) is in fact a dt-top-down tree transducer and vice 
versa. 
_Let t£R(A)[k, l](p, q). It is convenient to consider t as the image of a tree 
u£T(Z)(p,q) under a suitable homomorphism ft: T(Z)—R(A)[k, /]. To underline 
the attributed feature of t we introduce the following notations 
The intuitive meaning of these items is the following. 
t(r,i): the value of the i-th synthesized attribute (s-attribute) of the r-th root; 
t ( j , m): the value of the m-th inherited attribute (¡-attribute) of the y'-th leaf; 
x(j,i): reference to the z'-th s-attribute of the y'-th leaf; 
y(r,m): reference to the m-th i-attribute of the r-th root. 
Ta = {<>, w>W(MS(0)) = k + 0 , and uiTA). 
t(r, i) = nk(r.1)+lt if r£[p], i£[k]; 
t(j, m) = if M q l m m ; 
x(j> 0 = xku-i)+i if 
y(r, m) m if r€[p], m m -m 
( 
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Naturally, the roots and leaves above belong to u that we never mention ex-
plicitely. If p = 1, then t(i) and y(m) stand for /(1, i) and y(l, m), respectively. 
We shall use these notations for aÇ_R[k, I](p, q), too, after defining the concept 
of dependence on a variable in an arbitrary rational theory. 
2. The composition of a dtla-tree transformation and an arbitrary 
a-transformation 
Linear top-down tree transducers can be defined in two different ways. The 
original definition in [5] requires all the rules of the transducer be linear in the sense 
that no variable occurs more than once on the right-hand side of a rule. If we 
represent the transducer by a fc-morphism of magmoids, say h: T(E)->-k-dil T(A) 
(the transducer is taken dt for simplicity), then h (a) (ai I ) resumes all the rules 
above in which a appears on the left-hand side. However, the meaning of the 
variables in h (a) differs from that of the variables occuring in the rules. Therefore, 
if we require for all a el h (a) not contain two different occurences of the same 
variable, which is the second way to define linearity, the transducer need not be 
linear in the original sense, and vice versa. 
Unfortunately, the original definition cannot be carried out in the case of 
a-tree transducers (even if the transducer is described by a set of rules as in [9]), 
but the second one can be adopted quite naturally. 
Definition 2.1. t£R(A)[k, /](1, q) is called linear if tef(A±).t£T)R(A)[k, l](p, q) 
is linear if i = l 0 , or i = i 1 + . . . + /p and each 1— qt (i €[/>]) is linear. A = 
=(I, A,k,l,h, S) is linear if h (a) has a linear représentant for every aÇls. 
Let L±(A)[k, I] denote the system of all linear elements in /], and 
L(A)[k, /] that of all linear and total ones. 
Lemma 2.2. Lx(A)[k, I] and L(A)[k, I] are submagmoids of T)R(A)[k, 1]. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma for L(A)[k, /]. Indeed, let <p: R(A±).^ 
-+R(A) be the homomorphism extending the identity map A±-^A U {_)_}. If 
L(A±)[k, I] is a submagmoid, then so is LL(A)[k, I], which is the image of it under 
the embedding D(p[k, I]. 
Let t£R(A)[k, /.](1, q) be arbitrary, and construct the directed graph G, as 
follows. The nodes of G, are 
{rs(0, ri(m), is(j, /), liO", m)\i£[k], m£[l], y'£[<?]} 
(s, i, r and 1 suggest synthesized, inherited, root and leaf, respectively). There is 
an arc from rs(/) to ls( /, /")(ri(w)) iff t(i) contains an occurence of x( j, i') (y(m), 
resp.). Similarly, there is an arc from li(y, m) to Is(7", /)(ri(m')) iff t ( j , m) contains 
an occurence of x(j", i)(y(m'), resp.). G, has no more arcs than those listed above. 
Gt is called a dependency graph. Unfortunately, the direction of the arcs is just 
the opposite of the direction used in most of works concerning attribute grammars 
(e.g. [8], [9], [12]). However, this direction is more natural from the point of view 
that t: k+lq^kq+lcR(A), where the arrow leads from the "components" to 
the "variables". . 
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Clearly, t^L(A)[k,l] iff 
0) teT(A); 
(ii) there is at most one arc entering each of the nodes 
{IsO", i), ri(m)|i6[/c], m6[/], j£[q]} 
in G, (i.e. G, is a forest). 10 
Let q0s=0 and for each 0 t s £ L ( A ) [ k , l](l, qs) with Z 1s=<l- K 
s = 1 
In 
suffices to prove that t = t0. £ tsCL(A)[k, /](1, q). Construct the graphs G,s for 
S = 1 
each O S i ^ ^ o , marking the nodes of G,s with a subscript s. For each i£[k], m£[l], 
y'£[<70] identify the node ls0( /', i) with rs^ i ) and li0O', m) with ri^(m) to get the 
graph G. This graph fully describes the dependence relation of the attributes while 
performing the composition t0. Z,ts. Therefore it is easy to see that G,=G+\Nin, 
s=1 
where G+ denotes the transitive closure of G and 
Nin = { ls 0( j , 0 ( = rs ;(0), HoO", m)(= rij(m))\ie[k], m€[q, M<7o]}-
Let us remark that, by construction, there is at most one arc entering each node 
of G, moreover, no arc enters the nodes 
{rs0(j), li5(j, m)\i£[k], mm, s€[<?o] J£[<7J}-
This implies that the connected subgraphs starting from these nodes are trees, so 
t is finite and G, is a forest, which was to be proved. 
Observe that the connected subgraphs starting from the nodes of Nin might 
be circles. This means that circularity might appear if we want to achieve the result 
of the composition by computing the value of all the concerning attributes, but this 
"inside" circularity does not affect the value of the important attributes. 
Now we generalize the notion of "dependence on a variable" to projective 
magmoids. 
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a projective magmoid with M( 1 ,0 )^0 . For any 
a£M(p, q) let a = a'9, where a': p-*q', $ £Q(q', q) and q' is minimal. The image 
of 9, Im (9) is then uniquely determined. 
Proof. Suppose the decompositions a=a/1!)1=a'2i)2 both satisfy the condi-
tions of the lemma and Im ( S ^ ^ I m (92), e.g. i6 Im (.9J but /(f Im (32). Let 
i f A i ( l , 0 ) , and consider the element q = 1 ; - !+ _L +0 X +1 9 _ ; : q—q. Since 
/$Im(9 2 ) , we have 92£>=92, thus, a=a'1B1g. Observe that 5 1 0 = ( 1 J _ 1 + _L 4-
+ 0 1 + 19 ,_ j)91 , where i=j$ 1. On the other hand 
1,-1 + J- +01+19-_J- = ( 1 ; - ! + _L + l a . - j ) ( l j - l + 0 1 + l , , _ j ) , 
that is 
aiSii? = (« i ( ly - i+ J- + 1 4 - j ) ) ( 1 j - - I + 0 1 + 19._ j.)91. 
This is a contradiction,, since q' was supposed to be minimal. 
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We shall say that a: p-*q depends on jc,- (/£[#]) if i£ lm(9) by the decom-
position a=d 9 above. 
Let R be a rational theory, and extend the homomorphism ( : Di?[A:, /] 
- £ [ £ , / ] to a mapping TDi?[A:, l]—R[k, I] as follows. For 9 €©(/>, q) let 
№) = <»/*0t(S))+0/p) 0kq+<p>, 
where (p: lq—lp satisfies 
^U-D+mV = if 7S im(9) and j = /9 then nl(i.1)+m else 
for each j£[q] and Now, for any a: n-+p and 9: p-»q let l((a, 9 » = 
=Ua).t(9). ^ 
Intuitively, C«a, 9 » can be obtained as follows (for simplicity let R = R(A) 
and a: 1 -*p). Starting from ((a), any reference to an s-attribute of a leaf (say the 
i-th) must be pointed to the corresponding s-attribute of the /9-th leaf. References 
to i-attributes of the root remain unaltered (though the corresponding variable 
indices may be shifted), but the values of the i-attributes of the leaves must also 
be rearranged according to 9. The value of all the i-attributes of a "Active" leaf 
is set to _L. 
The following example shows that, contrary to our expectations, £ is not a 
homomorphism. 
Let R=R(A) with A—Ax= {¿}, k=l=l. Consider the elements a= 
=S(y(l)): 1 - 0 and ¿ = < ± , ¿ ( ^ ( 1 ) ) ) : 1 - 1 of 1]. Then 
U(a, Oj.ib, 1» = C«a, 0!» - <5(j( l )) , ±> , 
but t «a ,0 J ) .U<!> , 1 » = <5( .K1)) ,5U)>. 
However, it must be noticed that the only difference is between the values 
of the i-attrbutes of the "Active" leaf. 
Let R[k, l]QR[k, I] be the following system. ae£[k, l](p, q) iff there exists 
a system 1= |/•£[/>]} of pairwise disjoint subsets of [q] for which the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if a(r, i) depends on x ( j , i') r£[p], ji[q], i, /'€[&]), then j£l(r), more-
over, if a(r, i) depends on y(r',m) (/•'€[/>], m€[/]), then r=r 
(ii) if a(j, m) depends on y(r, m'), then j£l(r), moreover, if a(j, m) depends 
on x(j',i), then for each r£[p] we have: j£l(r) iff j'£l(r). 
For a fixed adR[k, l](p, q) there might be several systems I satisfying (i) 
and (ii) above. There exists, however, a minimal one I a , in which for every 
r£[/?], Ia(r) is the least subset of [q] satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) if a(r, i) depends on x ( j , /"), then j£la(r) i 
(ii) if a(j, m) depends on x(j", i) for some; j£la(r), then j'£la{r), too. 
Define the binary relation W on R[k, I] as follows. For every a, b: p-*q, 
aWb iff 
0) h=h\ 
(ii) a(r, i) = b(r, i) for each /€[&]; 
(iii) a(j,m)^B(j, m) implies that y$ / ? ( r ) for any r£[p\. We shall see that 
A[k, /] is a submagmoid of R[k, /] and f is a congruence relation. It could also 
be proved that t'F: TDi?[k, l\-+R[k, /]/!? is already a homomorphism. 
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Let us start with two easy observations. 
Proposition 2.4. 1. For any appropriate a£DR[k, /] and 9£0, 9 » 6 /]• 
2. If £,: R—R' is a homomorphism and aWb holds in A[k, /], then 
£[k, l](a) 'Fi[k, l](b) holds in R'[k, 1]. 
The first statement is trivial, while the second follows from the fact that the 
components of {[A:,/] (a) and £[k, l](b) depend on at most the same variables as 
the corresponding components of a and b do. 
Let and for each q^O define the bijections gq and g'q as follows 
6q = hr + *0„. + <Z №, 2 Hu->, j=i ./'=i 
e',= <Z№+i¿vS'+o^+h^-1. j=i j=i 
See also Fig. 2. 
Definition 2.5. a^R[k'k+l'l,k'l+l'k](l,q) is called [k,l]-linear if eqag'qe 
^A[k',l'](k+lq,kq+l). Generally, a^DR[k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k] is [k, /]-linear if 
a= 10, or a=a1 + ...+ap and for each z £[/>], a{: 1 -*qt is [k, /]-linear. 
Let a, b£T>R[k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k] be [k, /]-linear elements, a= ¿a„b = 
P ¡=I 
= Z b i w i t h b^ 1 -?((/€[/>]). Define a<t>b iff Qqaie'q'FQqbiQ'q for each i£[p]. i=1 
Lemma 2.6. The [k, /]-linear elements form a (decomposable) submagmoid 
of BR[k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k] and <P is a congruence relation on it. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in the Appendix because of the great 
amount of computation it needs. The submagmoid of [k, /]-linear elements will 
be denoted by L[k, l]DR[k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k]. Taking k = 1 and 1=0 in the lemma 
we get that R[k', I'] is a submagmoid of R[k', V] and W is a congruence relation, 
as we stated it before. 
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Let h: T(A)—R[k', / ' ] be a homomorphism, and define the mapping h[k, /]: 
L(A)[k,l]-*L[k,l]T>R[k'k + l'l, k'l+l'k] as follows (the notation fi[k, I] is some-
what abusing here): 
(i) for tiL(A)[k,l](l,q)(=fT(A)(k + lq,kq + l j ) 
fl[k,l](t) = e-1t(jh(t))Q'q-1-, 
(ii) for t = t1 + ... + t„eL(A)[k,l](p,q) (/,: l - 9 ( ) 
h[k, l]{t) = h[k, l](tl) + ...+h[k, l](tp). 
Lemma 2.7. h[k,l]4>: L(A)[k,l]~L[k,l]DR[k'k+l'l,k'l+rk]/<P is a homo-
morphism. 
This lemma, too, will be proved in the Appendix. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.8. Let A1 = ( I , A, k, 1, h1, S^) be a dtla-tree transducer, A2 = 
= (A, R, k', /', h2, S2) an arbitrary c-transducer. Then T A I O T A 2 is also an «-trans-
formation. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, is in fact a homomorphism of T(ZSl) into L(A)[k, /]. 
Let Es s = .£U{Si , 52}, where ^ and S2 both have rank 1, and extend hx to 
_ t+ i - i 
a homomorphism of f(ISl,S2) into L(As,)[k, I] by A1(52) = 5,27ri+ ^ <5„+0,. 
i=i 
<50 is an arbitrary element of A0. (We can suppose that <50 exists, because A0=& 
would imply T A I = T A I O T A 2 = 0.) Let S be a new symbol, and define the ranked 
alphabet map h: Is^BR[k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k] as follows: 
(i) h{a) = fi2[k,l\{h1{a)) if 
(ii) h(S)=h(S2)h(S1). 
We claim that the transducer A = ( r , R, k'k+l'l, k'l+l'k, ft, S) satisfies r A = 
= T A I O T A 2 . Viewing h as a homomorphism of T(ZSi,s) into L[k,l]DR[k'k + l'l, 
k'l+l'kj the following diagram commutes: 
h/L{As.)[k,l] 
l]DR[k'k + l'l, k'l+Vk]/<P. 
Now, for any 
h(S(t)) = h{S2)h{S1)h{i)<Ph2[k, " j ^ o + O,].^^^))) = 
= h2[k, / ] ( s 2 t : ^ 1 ( 5 1 ( 0 ) + 2 1 <5„) = e o - ' c f f ^ ^ . ^ C O ) , 0,> + J ^ , O o ) ) ) ^ - ^ 
- t«h2(S2{TAl(t))), 0,»+2'1 l«h2(50), 0o>). t=i 
By the definition of <P, 
h(S(t)) = n\.k + /-j (C ((h2(S2(rAl (/))), 0,)) + 
+ 2 1 T « H 2 ( D 0 ) , 0 „ » ) = 0 , , , + ( 4 . / I 2 ( 5 2 ( T A I ( / ) ) ) ) + 0 , , , , ^ , = T A 2 ( T A I ( 0 ) + OFI+J'FC 
¡=1 
which was to be proved. 
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REMARK. The intuitive meaning of the above construction is the following. 
The attributes of the transducer A can be devided into four classes. These are 
s—s, i—s, s—i and i—i containing k ' k , k ' l , l ' k and I ' l attributes, respectively. To 
interpret the value of the four kinds of attributes let t £ Tz and a a node in t. Sup-
pose that the value of the i-th s-attribute (m-th i-attribute) of a under h± appears 
as a subtree below the node fa (ym, resp.) in S2(tAi(î))- The following table describes 
the value of all the attributes of a under the composite transformation. 
Attribute Index Class Type Related node i n -^OA.O) 
Value 
k ' ( i - \ ) + V s —s synthesized A s (A,/') 
k'k + l ' l + k ' { m - \ ) + i' i - s inherited ym 
</, m') k'k + l ' l + k ' l + l ' ( i - \ ) + m' s —i inherited A i (&,»>') 
( m , m') k'k + l'(m— \) + m' i - i synthesized y m i ( y m , m ' ) 
In the last column, e.g. s(/?;,;") denotes the value of the /'-th s-attribute of under 
h 2 . If "related node in 5 2 (T A I (Z ) ) " does not exist, then the value of the corresponding 
attribute is undefined or unimportant (see the congruence <P). It is rather surprising 
that , the attributes of class i—i can be computed in synthesized way. 
Theorem 2.9. The class of all dtla-tree transformations is closed under com-
position. 
Proof. Let A2 be a dtla-tree transformation from A into T in Theorem 2.8. 
Then the composite transducer A is obviously dl, but in general not total. Let us 
remark, however, that for each g £ I s there exists a total representant in [h(a]] <£. 
For example, it is enough to replace the _L components of h(a) (which in fact corre-
spond to the values of the i-attributes of the Active leaves of /jx(<t) under h2) by an 
arbitrary y 0 £r 0 . Clearly, this modification does not change the transformation 
t a , so we are through. 
Example 2.10. Let k = l=k' = l'= 1, I0 = A0 = {a), Zj = {«}, A1= { f g } , Z = 
= 2 ' 0 U r i , A =A0\JA1 and T — A. Define hx and h2 as follows 
= h2(S2) = <x(l), a>; 
K(a) = h2(f) = < / ( * ( 1)), g( j ( l ) )>; 
h^a) =h2(a) = j ( l ) ; 
fc2(g) =<g(* ( i ) ) , /CKi ) )>-
Clearly, TAloTA2={<a" a , / n g " / " g n « ) [ " = 0 } (parenthesis are omitted for short). 
Following the construction of Theorem 2.8 we get the transducer A=(Z, T, 2,.2, h, S), 
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where 
h(S) = [<x(l), J_, *(2), â><x(l), ± , x(2), y(2))]0r = 
= [<*(1), ±,x(2), â)]0r = <*(1), S, x(2), S>(<P); 
h (a) = </(*(l)) , /(*(2)), g ( j ( l ) ) , g(^(2))>; 
fc(fl) = 0 ' ( l ) ,y(2)>. 
It is easy to check that, indeed, T A = T A I O T A 2 . 
Let v(A) denote the minimal value of the natural number K for which A, a 
da-tree transducer, is K visit (for the definition of visits see e.g. [8], [12]). The 
[c(A)l 
Now, let A-i and A2 be dtla-tree transducers with C(A,-) = C; (/ = 1, 2), and construct 
the transducer A defining TA IOTA 2 . It can be proved that c(A)^clc2+cl + c2 and 
this is the best possible upper bound. 
3. The composition of a dla-tree transformation and an arbitrary 
a-transformation 
Let A = ( Z , A, k, /, h, S) be a dla-tree transducer. We define a homomorphism 
Ch: T(ZS) — L±(fi)[k + l, k + l] (called the trace of h) having the property that for 
every t£Tz and /£[&] 
N I + , C H ( S ( 0 ) = tf 4HS(0) = - L I . I then ±lfJt+, else 4 + / -
(Obviously, C h ( 5 ) is not a synthesizer here.) 
Instead of presenting a formal description we illustrate Ch via an example. 
Let a£(Zs)„ and t the linear représentant of h (a) having the fewest nodes. Con-
struct the graph G, as in Lemma 2.2. For example, let k=l=n=2. On Fig. 3 
s- and i-attributes are represented by o-s and • -s, respectively, in the order from 
left to right. The mark X indicates a _L-valued attribute. 
{rs(0, ri(m)|i, m€[2]} 
* • {Is(y, i), l i ( j , m)\j, i, me[2]} 
ig.3 
Associate to each s-attribute a new ¡-attribute and to each i-attribute a new s-one. 
On Fig. 4 the nodes denoting these new attributes are placed below the corresponding 
old ones. The predicate, whether the value of an attribute a under h is x or not 
will be expressed by : the value of a under Ch is _L or the same as the value of the 
associated new attribute a'. This can be achieved by checking the value of all the 
attributes a depends on, tracing them one after the other in an arbitrary order. 
In our example Ch (a) can be represented by the graph of Fig. 4. 
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{rs(i), ri(m)|z, m£[2]} 
{ri'(i), rs'(m)]/, wg[2]} 
{Is (7, /), li(y, m)\j, i, w€[2]} 
{li'(j, i), Is'(7, m)\j, i, m£[2]} 
Fig. 4 
To get the required result we only have to order the (old and new) attributes so that 
the z'-th s-attribute and the z'-th i-attribute (/€[&]) should be the /-th old s-attribute 
and its associated new i-attribute, respectively. 
There is a natural embedding R[k, l]xR[k', l']-~R[k+k', l+l'] defined 
as follows. a®b=<p(a+b)\\i, where a,b:p—q and 
<P = UP+<$,>TTÈP* + U'9, 
It is easy to check that ® is indeed a 1 — 1 homomorphism. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A A, k, I, hj^, S) be a dla-tree transducer, A 2 = 
= {I, R,k',l',h2, S) an arbitrary ¿(-transducer. t a J D t A i (the restriction of rM to 
the domain of rAl) is an ¿(-transformation. 
Proof. Let AS=(ZS , R, k + l+k', k + l+l', hs, S') be the following «-trans-
ducer: 
(i) As(ff)=Ch1(ff)®A2(<T) for 
(ii) hs(S') = <71!, ±k+l+k'-1, nk+l+1, J_*+,+,,_!>. Observe that for every 
*a,(S(0) = if tdDzKl then xM(t) else ±,.0. 
Now, consider the «-transducer A=(Z, R, k+l+k', k+l+l', h, S), where h(a) = 
=hs(<r) for aÇ.1 and h(S)=hs(S')hs(S). Clearly, T A = T A 2 | Z ) T A I . 
Remark 3.2. If A2 is a dla-tree transducer, then so is A. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A1=(I, A, k, I, hlt 5X) be a dla-tree transducer, A 2 = 
—{.A, R, k', /', h2, S2) an arbitrary «-transducer. Then TAIOTA2 is also an a-trans-
formation. 
Proof. Choosing _ any linear représentant of h^a) (a Ç TSi) we get a 
homomorphism h[: f(ISl)-»L±(A)[k, 1]. Since L±(A)[k, l\^éL{A±)[k, I], we can 
use hi to define the dtla-tree transducer Ai=(I, A±, k, I, h[, S^. Extend h2 to 
Ax by h2(l_) = ±k',i" Theorem 2.8 implies that T A JOT A . ,=T a for an appropriate 
«-transducer A. Clearly, T A |Z>T A I =T A I OT A 2 , so the statement of the theorem follows 
from Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.4. The class of all dla-tree transformations is closed under com-
position. 
Proof. If A2 is a dla-tree transducer in Theorem 3.3, then so is the composite 
transducer A. Thus, the corollary follows from Remark 3.2. 
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4. dla-tree to string transformations 
Let T be a (string) alphabet and let CF (T) denote the rational theory of all 
context free languages over TK3X (cf. [13]). CF (T) is in fact the " f ront" theory 
of Reg (I) , supposing Z0= T. L=(^L1, ..., Lp}£CF (T)(p, q) is called linear de-
terministic if each Li (/€[/>]) contains at most one string and no variable occurs 
more than once in L. 
Definition 4.1. A dla-tree to string transducer from Z into T* (T is finite) is 
an a-transducer (Z, CF {T), k, I, h, S), where h(q) is linear deterministic for each 
o£Zs. 
By Lemma 2.2 the linear deterministic elements form a submagmoid of 
CF (T)[k, I] which will be denoted by LCF (T)[k, /]. If A is a dla-tree to string 
transducer from Z into T*, we consider t a as a relation, t a Q T^x T*. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A = ( I , CF (T), k, /, h, S) be a dla-tree to string transducer. 
Then xA=(<p, K, \jj), where K is a regular forest, <p is a relabeling tree homomorph-
ism (injective on K) and i// is a dtl-top-down tree to string transformation. (Recall 
f rom [4] that the transformation defined by the bimorphism (q>, K, i/0 is 
{<<?('), tmttK}-) 
Proof. Let ¿;: CF ( r )—CF (0) denote the homomorphism defined by the 
unique homomorphism of T* into 0* = {1}. Let ^ o g L C F (0)[yt, /] (1, 0) such that 
a€A0 iff nla = {X) and for each / € [A:]. Since LCF (0)[&,/] is a finite 
magmoid, the pair {hol; [k,l], A0) can be considered a deterministic finite state 
bottom-up tree automaton working on TIs, where ^ = LCF (0)[fc, /](1, 0) is the 
set of states, (ho^[k, /](cr)|<r£Zs) describes the transitions and A0 is the set of 
final states. Let Q denote the relabeling transducer defined by this automaton. 
Q marks each node of a tree t£TIs by a new label, which is a pair consisting of 
the old label <r£(Zs)„ and a vector of states <cr0, . . . , a„> in which the automaton 
passes through the node and its sons, respectively, during the recognition (or refuse) 
of t. Let Z's denote the ranked alphabet of these new labels. 
Define K=tQ(FS)QT1-S, where FS={UITZS\U=S(t) for some I ^ } . 
Furthermore, let <p: T(Z'S)-T(Z) be such that <p«.S, (a0, a}))=xl and 
<p«<7, <a0, . . . , «„ ) ) )=a if Obviously, K is regular, (p is injective on K and 
<p(K) = DxA. 
We describe ip as a homomorphism of T{Z'S) into LCF {T)[k+l, 0], i.e. ip will 
be a (&+/)-state dl-top-down tree to string transformation. To avoid ambiguity 
we shall use the variables Z = {z1, z2, ...} (ZflT—0) instead of X in the definition 
of <J/. Let $ be a distinguished symbol in T and # a new symbol not in T. Take 
an arbitrary a£A. If a=(uly ..., uk}, then let a = u1#... where u-t = if w; = 0 
then $ else (/'(;[/:]). Let n denote the number of all the # - s and y(m)-s (m£[/]) 
— called separating symbols — in a. Clearly n ^ k + l . Define the mapping rja: 
( ( r U Z ) * ) t + ' - L C F ( r U Z ) [ A : , / ] ( l , 0 ) as follows. If w = <w1, . . . , w t+I>, then 
1a(w) — (vi> •••> vk)> where for each /€[&] 
(i) if Ui-%, then d ,=0; 
(ii) if Ui—X, then t),=)vJ+1, where the # preceding u( is the y'-th separating 
symbol in a. 
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(iii) if ui=y(iJ)...y(iJ+n), where y(ij) is the y-th separating symbol in a 
(from left to right), then vt = Wjy(ij)wj+i...y(iJ+„)wJ+„. + v 
Taking the inverse of some element under r)a we shall assume that the unnecessary 
components of ^ « U i , .. . , vk}) = (w1, ..., wk+l} (which do not take part in (ii) 
and (iii)) are set to $. 
Now, if <(j, <a0, . . . , a n »£(Zs ) B , then let 
i¡/{(a, <a0, ..., a„>>) = J/"1 (h(o ) • 2 
iJ/ is obviously linear, so it is enough to prove that for every T£K with root( i ) = 
= <S, <a0, a » *P(t) = ria01(h((p(t)))- This follows from the following induction. 
If <a0, . . . , a „ » £ ( Z 0 „ (n^O), t £ T f s with root ( 0 = < - , . . . » and 
'Hti)=rial1(h((p(ti))), then for t = <a, <a0, ..., aB»(ti} ..., tn) we have iK0 = 
= ria01{H<p(t)))- Really, 
¡=i 
= i K o , <«0, ••• ,0» |>(* + i>( f - i )+y - t j ^ c o i i e w , Mk+ift = 
= ¿ ^ W ^ ) ) ) ) ) = fi^(h(<p{t))). 
Corollary 4.3. The surface sets of dla-tree to string transformations are the 
same as that of dtl-top-down tree to string transformations. 
This class of languages was investigated e.g. in [10]. 
5. Problems 
The existence of the trace homomorphism Ch described in section 3 raises 
the following problem. Given any regular forest FQTI, is it possible to find a 
homomorphism f : T(Z)-L±(0)[k, I] such that for any t£Tz,n1i,{t) = if t£F 
then else J^? The answer is positive if Z is a unary alphabet (Z = X0UI'1), al-
though a negative answer is more likely in the general case. It is also open whether 
it is possible to define deterministic finite state bottom-up or look-ahead tree trans-
formations (cf. [6]) by attributed tree transducers. However, it can be shown that 
the classes of deterministic attributed and macro tree transformations coincide 
in the monadic case (i.e. if both the domain and range alphabets are unary). The 
proof of this result will be given in a forthcoming paper. 
Appendix 
To prove Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 we need a preliminary observation. 
An infinite tree t£R(A)(p, q) is called local if it is determined by the sequence 
pd(A[JXqy of its roots and a "successor" function which for every S£A„ (n^O) 
specifies the sequence of labels of the sons of any node in t labeled by 5 (i.e. / (¿)€ 
£(A\JXq)n). In this case we write t=(P,x). 
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Let Q and A be finite ranked alphabets, T£T(Q)(p, q) an ideal (i.e. utT^Xj 
for any /£[/>], ji[q\) such that any two distinct nodes of T have different labels. 
This allows us to identify a node of T by its label. Let nds (T ) denote the set of 
nodes (labels) of T, and for co£nds (T), co££2n, let <a>(0), . . . , co(n)) denote the 
sequence of nodes obtained by enumerating the father of co followed by the sons 
of £0. Take co(0)=i if to is the root of n-t T. Furthermore, let x: f ( i2) -D^( / i ) [Ar , /] 
be a homomorphism such that 
x(co) = co),..., a(k, co), 5(1, co), ...,a(ln, co)*, 
where wsO, co£i2n and {a(i, co), a(j, to)|/e[A:], j£[ln]}QAkn+l. 
It is routine to check that t(x(T))=(P, y)£R(A)[k, l](p, q) is the following 
local tree: 
(0 P = <A(l),...,A(kp), 5(1), ...,B(lq)}, (1) 
where Vr£[p], Vi£[k] 
i 
A(k(r-l) + i) = g(i,co) if r = co( 0), 
and Vje[q], Vmd[l] 
B(l(j — l) + m) = a(l(s—l) + m, co) if Xj = co(s) 
for some co£i2n, j€M; 
(ii) if tuends (T), co£Q„, then V/£[/:], V _/€[/«] 
X(a(i, co)) = X(a(J, ©)) = <¿(1), .~,A(kn), B( 1), ..., 2?(Z)>, 
where Vi€[n], Vi6[fc] 
A(k(s—l)+i) = Case co(s) of co'(^Q): a(i, co')', xj:x(j,i); 
and V »»€[/] 
B(m) = Case <o(0) of a/(€i2): a(l(s — l) + m, co'), where co'(s) = co; 
r(t[p]):y(r,m). 
Moreover, if &£@(q,q'), then l(Tx{T9))=(P', / ' ) is the following: 
(0 P = <i4(l), ...,A(kp), B\ 1), ..., J?'(Z?0>, 
where A(i) and B(j) (i£[kp], j€[lq]) are as in (1), and V j'£[q'], Vm€[/] 
5 ' ( / 0 " - l ) + m ) = if / € I m ( 9 ) and j' = then B(l(j-l) + m) else J_; 
(ii) for each 
^6{a(i,co),aO',co)Knds(r), co£Qn, i£[k], j€[/«]} 
/(A) = x(.A)[x(j, i) - x(j', i)\ii[k], j£[lq], =/]. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.6. It is enough to prove the following two statements: 
1. if tfoisO and for each Qtks^kq0, ws£L(k, l)Y)R[k'k+l'I, k'l+l'k]{\, qs) 
10 
with 2 1s=1, then 
S = 1 
«0 
w0- 2 ws^L[k, T\DR[k'k + Vl, k'l + l'k]( 1, q); 
2. if ws<Pw's for every 0 S s S q 0 , then 
<?0 90 
W = w0- 2 ws • 2 w's = w'-
s = l S = 1 
Let e(w5) stand for QqwsQqs, and let 
W - {Zs(l)> . . . .£ (*) , 4(1), . . . , 1 M } 
with m m = Q s ( i ) , \ \ W ) \ \ = n s U ) and kqs+l-\\\JIe(wJ=ns (i^kl j£[lqs]). 
Choose injective mappings 9s(i), 5s(j) and 9S, which map Jns(z')], [ns(y')] and [ns] 
into [kqs+l] such that Im (Ss(i)) = l j i ) , Im (9s(j)) = I , ( j ) and Im (9S) = 
=[kqs+l]\UIe(Ws). Let Q consist _of the symbols {Ts(i), Ts(j)\0rss^qo, /€[£], 
j£[lqs]}, where J s ( 0 £ ̂ mo and Ts(j)dQns(J). Define A as the least ranked 
alphabet satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for every o j £ Q „ ( « S O ) 
{g(i\ co), a ( / , oj)\i'd[k'lfe[l'n]} g Ak,,n+V; 
(ii) for each 0 ^ s ^ q 0 
{ a ( f , s), a ' ( f , s)!/€[/'«J} c Ak,„s. 
Construct local trees WS,WS' and H-f ( 0 o f R(A)[k'k+l'l,k'l+ 
+l'k](l,q^) as follows. fVs=(fis,/J with 
(i) 1), ..., A(k'k), 5(1), ..., B(l'l), C(l , 1), ..., C(l , k'l), D( 1, 1), ... 
...,D(\,l'k), ..., C(qs, 1), ..., C(qs,k'l),D(qs, 1), ..., D(qs, l'k)\ where V/£[fc], 
V/'e[ k'] 
A(k'{i-i) + i') = a{i', Ts(0), 
Vw€[/], Vw'€[/ '] 
B(l\m-l) + m') = Case kqs+m of (2) 
n5sU):-±a(V(n-l) + m', (./)); 
n $ s : / \ s ) ; 
V76[9S], Vm€[/], Vi'€[*'] 
C(y, fe'(m—1)+/') = T s ( / ( 7 - l ) + m)), 
and V j'e[qs], Vr(E|Tt], Vw'€[/ '] £ ( / > l'(r-l)+m') is of the form (2) [kqs+m~ 
—k(j'-l)+r], i.e., (2) with kqs+m replaced by k(j'—l)+r; 
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- (iia) ViG[fr], 
v « ' É [ n v / c [ / ' « s (/)] 
X.(őG', J . ( 0 ) ) = x W f > Ts(>))) = <-4(1), . . . , A ( k ' n s ( i ) \ 5(1), . . . , 5(/ ' )>, 
where V/"€[£'], V«6[í?,(0] 
A(k'(n—l) + i') = Case nS,(i) o / k ( / - l ) + r ( / £ f e ] , r€[k]): * ( / , fc(r-l)-H'); 
fc?s+m(me[/]): j ( k ' ( m - l ) + i'); (3) 
and Vw'€[/ '] B(k,Bl(i)+m/)=y(k'l+I'(i~l)+m/); 
(iib) Vy€[/?s], 
v / ' e i n v y €[/%(/>] 
*,(<?(*', 7;(y))) = T.C/))) - ...,A{k'nsU% 5(1), . . . , 5(Z')>, 
where Ví"€[*'], V«€[«,(./)] ^ ( / c ' ( « - l ) -M ' ) is of the form (3) [ & ( / ) - S s ( j ) ] , 
and Vwi'€[/'] B(m') = x ( j ' , k'k+!'(m-l) + m') if j = l ( j ' - l ) + m for some 
/ ' e [ ? d , «<=[/]; 
(iic) v / € [ / ' « , ] Z , ( s a ' , j ) )=< i4 ( l ) , where \/i'í[k'], V «€[»,] 
yá( i t ' (« - l )+7 ' ) is of the form (3) [S,(i)-í>,]. 
We get Ws and W^ from Ws by replacing the symbols a(j',s) (j'£[l'ns]) 
occuring in it by a'(j',s) and _L, respectively. 
By construction, for any and i£[k' k + l' l+(k' l+l' k)qs], iiiWs and 
iiiWs depend on all those variables which 7T;WS or 7tjw£ may depend on. Therefore, 
if niWsi''>=l(p for some A£A and <pt&, then t^ iv^ =a.9, where Im ( 9 ) ^ I m (cp). 
Define the ranked alphabet.map £,'. A-<-R by £(/,)=a9cp~l, where cp-1 is an ar-
bitrary right inverse of (p. £ is correct, since for every there exists exactly 
one s, i and (p such that n¡Wj-^—Acp. Obviously 9q9~1<p = 9, thus £(Ws) = ws 
and i(Ws') = w's hold by the extension of (, to a homomorphism of i?(/l) into R. 
Let y. \ r(i2)—D5(/1)[A;',/'] be the homomorphism extending the following 
ranked alphabet map. For every co6i3„ 
x ( o j ) = < a ( l , co), . . . , a(k', to), a ( l , co), . . . , a(l' n, co)>. 
Consider the elements 
Ts = *£(1)S , (1) , . . . . £ (* )&(* ) , 7,(1)5,(1), ...,Ts(lqs)5s(lqs)> 
of L(Q)[k, /](1, qs), and observe that 
. ?(T«(r,)) = eW-)Vem-
To complete the proof it is enough to show that 
e (»"'>)Q W R ) ) - Z H ( f x ( T0 • J T s)j . ( 4 ) 
Indeed, (4) .shows that both W and W' are. 7]-linear (see Proposition 2.4/1) and 
W<PW'. Thus, by Proposition 2.4/2, w<Pw'. 
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First we compute T= T0 • 2 Ts. Following the proof of Lemma 2.2 it is easy 
S = 1 
to see that T&L(Q)[k, /](1, q) is the following finite fi-tree. With the notations of 
our preliminary observation 
(i) V /€•[*] 
Zo(0(0) = h 
VB€[BO(0] 
T0(i)(n) = Case n90(i) of k(s-l) + r(se[q0], r£[fc]): 7 » ; 
kq0+m{m €[/]): y(m); (5) 
VS€[<7„], Vm([/] 
T0(l(s-i) + m)(0) = Case kqs+m of n9_s(i): Ts(i); n5s(j)- W ) l 
n&s: T„(/(s—1) + m) (£nds (T); 
Vn€[n0(y')] %(j)(n) is of the form (5) [ 9 0 ( 0 - 5 s ( . / ) ] ; 
(ii) Vseteo], 
Vi€W 
£ ( i ) ( 0 ) = Case k(s-i) + i of n9„(r): 7 » ; nB0(j): %(j); 
n90: 7^(0inds(T); 
Ts(i)(n) = Case n9s(i) of 
kqs + m(m£[l]): %(l(s-l) + m); 
(6) 
V y e f e l 
TsUm = 
V«€[n s( i)] Ts(j)(n) is of the form (6) 
Computing C(Tx(T)) we get a local tree (/?, / ) for which 
(i) P = < ¿ ( 1 ) , . . . , A(k'k), C ( l , 1), . . . , C ( l , ¿ 7 ) , . . . , C(<?, 1), . . . , C(<?, ¿ 7 ) , 
D(l, 1), I'k), ...,D{q, 1), ...,D(q, Vk), B{ 1), ...,B(l'l)), (7) 
where Vi'6[fc], Vi'€[k'] 
k'(m—l) + i') = a(i', T 5 ( Z ( y - l ) + m)) , 
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Vie[*],Vm'€[/'] 
D{qM+j,l'(i-l) + m') = Case k ( j - l ) + i of (8) 
n U r ) - \ / I s i r ) ) \ 
n5s(/) : \ й(/ '(n - 1 ) + m', T s ( / ) ) ; 
n9s: ± ; 
Vm€[/], Vm'Ç[/'] 
5(Z' (m - 1 ) + m') = Сада +™ of (9) 
п 9 о ( 0 : ч / l o ( O ) ; 
п90\ ± ; 
(iia) V/6[/c], 
V i ' e í n V7'e[/'ao(i)] 
z(ő(i', Io(0)) = х ( 5 ( / , Го(0) = <Ж1), ...,A(k'n0(ï)l 5(1), ..., 5 ( D ) , 
where Vi'€[£'], Vn£[n0(0] 
^ ( k ' ( n - l ) + ' 0 = Case n90(i) of fc(s-l) + r(sÇ[?0], rÇ[fc]): a{i', 7 » ) ; 
+ ™ (™€[ф: x(kq+m, i'); (10) and Чт'£[Г], B(m')=y(i,m'); 
(iib) У М Ы , 
v / ' e m vy'e[/'«o(7)] 
z(s(i',ToC/))) - x { H f , ПШ) = < ¿ 0 ) . ...,A(k'ñ0U)), 5(1), 5 ( 0 > , 
where Vi'€[*'], V/»€[ñ0(./)] ( л - 1 ) + / ' ) is of the form ( 1 0 ) [9 0 ( / ) -3 0 O)] , 
and if j=l(s—l)+m for some m€[/], then 
5(m') = Case kqs+m of 
пШ: £ ( 0 ); 
n 5 s ( / ) : ^ â ( / ' ( » - l ) + m', — T s ( j ' ) ) ; 
n9s : T0(j)$ nds (Г); 
(iic) Vi€[g0], Vi€[*], 
y i m v / e M 
z(s(i, L(0)) = * ( « ( / . ZJ(0)) - <-4(1), ...M(k'ns(0), 5(1), ..., 5 (0) , 
where V/'€[*'], Vn€[ns(i)] 
i l(fc'(fi- l) + i ,) = Cflse «9,(0 of kU'~i) + r ( j ' M r£[k]): x(k(q^+j') + r, i'); 
kqs+m(mÇ[q): a ( i ' ,T 0 ( l ( s - l ) + m)); (11) 
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and V «!'€[/'] 
B(mr) = Casek(s-\)+i of 
n90(r): /loir))', 
n§o(j): — a(l'(n—i) + m', ¿-T0U))l 
n90: £(i)$nds(r); (iid) VJ€faJ, V7€[/?s], 
v i ' i t n v / c ^ o ' ) ] 
x(a(i',Ts(j))) = x(Hf,Ts(j))) = <A(l), ..., A(k'ns(jj), B{ 1), ...,B(l')>, 
where \/i'£[k'], V«€[ns(j')] .4(&'(n-l) + 0 is of the form (11) [^(z) ~ 5s(./)]> and 
Vm'£[r]B(m')=y(k+lq^+j-l,m'). 
io 
Now we compute W=W0 • 2 WS. The result is (j?', •/), the foliowmg local tree: 
(i) P' — (A(\), ..., A(k'k), B(l),...,B(l'l), C ( l , l ) , ... ,C(l,fc'Z), 
D( 1, 1), ...,D( 1, Z'fc), ..., C(<7, 1), ..., C(q, k'l), D(q, 1), ...,D(q, Vk)>, 
where all the symbols in /?' are the same as the corresponding ones under (7), 
exept that in (8) and (9) _L must be replaced by a(l'(n-\)+m', j) and a(/ '(«—1)+ 
+m' , 0), respectively. 
(iia) For each symbol occuring in both W and t(Tx(T)) we get /'(A) from 
x(A) by the following variable transformation: 
VjCM, Vi€[fc], V W ] , Vm£[Z], Vm'6[H 
x(k(j-l) + i, /') - x(j, k'(i-l) + i'), x(kq+m, 0 - y(k'(m-l) + i'), 
y(i, m') - y(l'(i-i) + m'), y(k+l(j-l) + m, m') - x(j, k'k+l'(m-l) + m'y, 
(iib) V 0 M < 7 o , V / € [ / ' « , ] 
x'(aU',s)) = <A(l),...,A(k'ns)}, 
where \/i'£[k'], V«€[ns] A{k'(n-\)+i') is of the form (9) [9 0 ( i ) -9 0 ] or (10) 
[9S(/) —9S] depending on s = 0 or 
Finally, as it is obvious, we get W from W by replacing a(j', s) by a'(j', s) 
for each 0 j ' € [ l ' n s ] . 
It is now easy to check that (4) is true, so the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Let qQ=0, and for each let 
t s = «?S(1)9S(1), . . . , l ( k ) $ s ( k ) , fs( 1)3S(1), . . . , f M S M * 
be an element of L(A)[k, /](1, qs) with t s ( i ) £ f(A){\, ns(i)\ fs(j)£T(A)(l,Jis(j)) 
('€[&], j€[lqs])- Construct the alphabets Q and A, the homomorphism x: T(Q) — 
-DR(A)[k',l'] and the trees {T^OSiS?,,} as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. It 
is clear that any component of fi[k, /](is) depends on at most the same variables 
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as the corresponding component of %[k, / ] ( r s ) does. Therefore there exists a homo-
morphism £: R{A)~* R such that 
£(A[fc, Z](rs)) = fi[k, l](ts). 
Let ¡i\ T(Q) — T(A) be the homomorphism by which n(Xs(i))=U(.0 and 
n(Ts(j)) = Fs(j) for every i£[k], j£[lqs]. Since T is a functor and f ( i2 ) 
is free, the following diagram commutes: 
f(Q) TDR (A) [k\ V], 
TM 
Г (A) —TDi? 
TD ДО', I'] 
к', V] 
t h i s implies that for every T£L(Q)[k, /](1, q) 
h[k, Ц{ЫТ)) = ф[к, l](T)). 
Thus, by (4), we get that 
Пк,Ц(i0) • 2 h[k, I](ts) = h[k, Z](Tfi(T0)) • 2 H k , Z](Гц(T s)) = 
S = 1 S = 1 
= ц(т0) • J m , ч [ m , n (r„. J rs)) = 
= h [k, l] ( r 0 • J r s j ) = ft [k, Z] (i„ • J i s ) , 
what was to be proved. 
Abstract 
We define an interesting subclass of deterministic attributed tree transducers. The importance 
of this subclass lies in its nice closure properties with respect to composition. It is proved that a deter-
ministic and linear attributed tree transformation can be composed by any attributed transformation 
without leaving the class of attributed transformations. Moreover, the class of linear deterministic 
attributed tree transformations is closed under composition. Finally we show that the surface sets 
of linear deterministic attributed tree to string transformations are the same as the surface sets of 
linear deterministic top-down ones. 
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